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Flashlight

OWNERS MANUAL
Technical data
Light output : 700 lumen.
Battery life :
Hipower 3 hours ‧ Lowpower 168 hours
Battery life varies according to battery age and condition, as well as ambient
temperature.

Battery capacity :
2500 mAh Li-Ion
Charging time : 3-5 hours.
Charger Wiesel :
Input voltage : 100 – 240 V~, 50 – 60 Hz
Charging current : up to 0.8 A
Compatible batteries : Li-Ion 7.4 V
Display led : charging red‧full green

Important
The laws governing the allowable application domain for this lighting system
may vary from one country to another. We recommend that you inform yourself
about the relevant laws in this domain in your country.

Warning
Avoid looking directly into the light emitted by the light or shining the light
into your own eyes or the eyes of another person. If the light accidentally
shines into your eyes, close your eyes and move your head out of the light
beam. Do not use any strongly focusing optical device to look at the light beam.
In cases where the light is used in a public or commercial setting, users should
be provided with training concerning the safety measures for laser light.

Water resistance
All BAOCH flashlight components are waterproof and can of course be used
under extremely severe conditions. However, the BAOCH flashlight is NOT a
diving lamp and is NOT suitable for use under water.

Storage
If you intend not to use the lamp for a longer period of time, fully charge the
battery and leave it connected to the charger. For storing, we recommend a
cool and dry place.

Warranty
The product's one year warranty applies to all components, as well as any
manufacturing defect. The warranty does not include the battery, however. In addition,
any modification or improper use of the product will void the warranty.



Heat generation
When in high-brightness mode, continuously using flashlight more than one
hour may cause metal surface to exceeds 60°C. Please be careful to avoid
burns. Charge indicator light goes red during charging. If there is no light,
please check whether joint got stain or not. When the light turns green, a full
charge has been reached.

More informations
www.baoch.com.tw

